
Everything connected

Exizent is THE industry platform for professionals 
involved with managing the bereavement process. When 
someone passes away, Exizent connects the data and 
services used by legal services firm, institutions and 
executors to sort out what’s required to make the journey 
for the bereaved an easier one. The Exizent platform is 
an integral part of the bereavement landscape helping to 
reduce uncertainty, increase speed and overall, make the 
process more straight forward for everyone.

It’s a business inspired by powerful stories, stories of 
people who have lost loved ones that have then found 
themselves caught in a web of complexity at a time 
of personal anguish. We don’t believe it has to be this 
way. By connecting the professionals, institutions and 
executors tasked with sorting out the administration 
involved when someone passes away Exizent is reducing 
the burden on those grieving.

For legal services

Exizent gives legal professionals the tools to tackle 
bereavement cases more efficiently by making sure they can 
always see the bigger picture. Whether that’s providing the 
visibility to avoid delays up ahead, the technology to work more 
effectively or the reassurance of knowing where they are with 
their cases, the Exizent platform helps makes sense of it all.

For institutions

From banks and insurers to HMRC and local utility suppliers — 
Exizent makes things clearer from the start, creating a network 
of information that keeps everyone involved on the same 
path. The platform removes any guesswork and prioritises 
consistency, raising efficiency and filtering out risk to speed up 
the whole process.

Our founders 

The company was founded by former financial services veteran 
Nick Cousins and transformation and technology leader Aleks 
Tomczyk. Their own personal experiences of bereavement 
have led them to establish Exizent, believing the administrative 
tasks facing families after the death of a loved one should be far 
easier than they are today.

Both have track records of building successful products and 
businesses. Nick was previously Chief Product Owner of 
Barclays Wealth and Investments division. Aleks was the former 
founder and CEO of boutique consultancy Arum.

Our investors 

The business secured £3.6 million in seed funding from FNZ, 
the global fintech firm based in Edinburgh which reached 
unicorn status in 2018.  

Exizent operates throughout the UK and is headquartered in 
Glasgow. 

Get in touch 

For press, events, awards, speaking, or sponsorship 
opportunities email us at press@exizent.com


